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ABSTRACT 

Block diagram studies are made of the Berkeley Bevatron regulators 

in an effort to determine important constants of the overall system 

and their relative effectso Since system response is dependent upon 

load reaction during pulses~ an artificial block representing this 

effect must be placed in the feedback control system diagramo Some 

experimental results are given showing single operation of each machine 

and multiple operation of botho These data are interpreted and sugges= 

tions made for further improvement and studyo 
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Introductiono 

The purpose of the regulator in the power supply of the Bevatron 

magnet is to keep the initial voltage on the aoco generator constant 

between pulses and to help provide a uniformity of response during the 

rectification period from pulse to pulseo To accomplish this result~ 

an electronic amplifier controls the current supplied to the field of 

the generator (see Figo l)o 

A voltage and a current sample of the aoco generator output are 

obtained through potential and current transformers respectivelyo 

These are rectified and applied as a part of the input grid voltage 

to a pentode~ the first stage of the regulator amplifier.o In addi= 

tion.~~ a reference voltage signal is 'obtained from a VR 105o The 

damping transformer feeds back a signal which is proportional to the 

rate of change of field voltage with respect to tirneo Finally~ a Wien 

bridge filter loaded with an R=C integrating circuit acts as a low= 

pass filter which removed the higher harmonics of the generator funda= 
-- ·-- - - - ·- - - - - - -

mental created by the sampling rectifiers» the main generator ~gnitrons 

and the field thyratron and ignitron rectifierso The~e are set for 

highest attenuation at 330 cycles per second~ the average 6th harmoni~ 

of the alternatoro 
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The resultant signal voltage» which is a measure of the difference 

between the desired system response and its actual response» is supplied 

to the grid of the pentode which has its own filtered power supplyo The 

second stage is a beam-power tube with its separate power supply» followed 

by a twin-T filter whose purpose is to prevent .excessive spurious signals 

from building up 'due to a difference beat frequency between the generator 

fundamental frequency and line frequencyo The latter is occasioned. by the 

presence of a fixed aoco phase-shifted voltage in the thyratron grid cir-

cuits controlling firing of field ignitronso 

The 6V6» together with its twin-T filter 1 supplies the variable nega-

ti ve d..,C9, signal to the control grids of the generator field thyratronso 

It is opposed by a fixed positive bias 1 as shown in Figure 1» and has a 

phase-shifted aoc vo~tage from a star connected transformer superimposed 

thereolio Only one thyratron and ignitron are shown; actually» there are 

six in all9 making it a six~phase rectifier which controls doco current 

to the generator fieldo 

Block Diagram of One Regulatoro 

To show overall system operation 1 consider the block diagram of Figo 2o 

Single lines show signal flow and do not necessarily represent just one 

line in the actual circuito Elements so designated in block form imply a 

certain operation on the signal which can flow in only one direction 

through the elemento Blocks represent important systems elements; the re-

lation between input and output is often referred to as the transfer 

* 
function of the element when it can be set up in convenient mathematical 

forma Circles with a cross inside them represent the summing points where 
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signals are either added or substractedo Plus and minus signs indicate 

which operation is being performed and it will be noted that the combina~ 

tion of the several signals in a single series loop of the actual regulator 

circuit may be more conveniently shown by more than one summing pointo 

Stated in another way~ the designation of the summation of more than two 

signals is not uniqueo To illustrate~ the combining of the several volt= 

ages in the grid circuit of the pentode is expressed in the three summing 

points of the block diagram of Figo 2o 

To complete the regulator block diagram~ the load elements must also 

be includedo These. are the ao Co generator~ the 12=phase ignitron recti= 

fier and the magnet load coilso The last two elements are represented 

as a single articial block labeled "effective load reactiono 11 This effect 

may also be shown as another input signalo 1 When studies of the internal 

impedance of the regulator are made however~ it is felt that the effect of 

the load must be included with~n the regulator loop for the sake of clarityo 

The operation of the power components and load has been discussed in de= 

tail elsewhere so will not be included hereo 2 

From the block diagram of Figo 2~ it is clear that certain system 

constants must be measured before a theoretical study of the regulator is 

undertakeno These are as follows~ 

ER = reference signal in volts from the VR 105 tubeo 

Ec =output voltage of the aoco generator in voltso. 

Ic =output current of the aaco generator in ampso 

KE = voltage sample constant in volts per volta 

K1 = current sample constant in volts per ampo 

Kf = damping feedback factor in volt=seconds per volto 

Ef = generator field voltage in voltso 
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In addition to these shown~ o~e must know the generator constant in volts 

per ampere and the load reaction in amps per volta Mathematical expressions 

for element and system operations may be expressed in terms of these con

stantso 

Biock Diagram of Parallel Qperation of ReWJ,l.ators o 

The block diagram of Figo 2 is condensed in Figo 3 by combining the 

~ubsidiary loop containing one SUmming point, the Wien bridge filter 1 

electronic amplifier)) twin=T filter, field rectifier and damping trans

former into one block designated as Regulator nA.no Likewise 1 Regulator 

"Bit is a combination of one complete loopo Incidentally)) the "A" Regu= 

lator goes with the A machine which is the Fast machine and the "B" Regu

lator goes with the B machine which is the West machineo Adjustments on 

the front panel are the voltage adjustments, KEA and KEBo The added sub= 

scripts,_ A and Bj further quality the symbols listed above as to which of 

the two regulators is meanto The current feedback adjustments are not 

accessible during operationo ·This)) it is felt 1 may be a decided drawback 

when the two regulators are operated in parallelo 'Although it is unwise 

to put too many knobs on the front of the panel for people to twist)l another 

screw driver adjustment which can be reached without shutting down the 

set seems advisibleo Other controls available at the·front of •the panel 

are the damping potentiometer and the two Wien bridge potentiometerso 

(Refer to Figo lo) These are screw driver adjustments within the regu

lator caseo 

The interphase transformer serves to parallel the two systems to= 

gether and provides isolation between them so that the regulators as well 

as the power supplies themselves may operate individuallyj sharing equally 
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a common load during rectification and absorbing equal energies during in= 

versiono This individual operation is all the more important when it is 

considered that the two machines are not synchronized to a common aoco buso 

Jmcperimental Results of Single-Machine Operationo 

Initial tests were made on the East machine operating into the total 

magnet loado In the course of the experimental work~ the damping signal 

had to be reversed. to provide stable operation of the regulator with the 

ao Co generator on open circuito When the damping was backed off from the 

stable to the unstable region9 the oscillating frequency was found to be 

about 5 cycles per second3 (see page 11 of log book)o All the data taken 

for this reportj except for peak current readingsD were from a Brush Re= 

corder Type BL=202 with doCo amplifier type BL-918D both US Noo 445862o 

An important change was made in the regulator circuit itself~ based 

upon experience with the Brookhaven regulatoro At first~ the damping 

transformer was located between terminal 16 and the 100 K resistor in the 

grid circuit of the pentode (see Figo l)o As a result~ there was con= 

siderable noise in the output of the regulatoro Reduction in noise from 

about 50 volts peak=to-peak to 5 volts was realized by shifting it to the 

position shown in Figo 1 (see pages 14 and 30 of Reference 3)o This~ 

however~ necessitated a reduction in the resistance of the damping po= 

tentiometer by a factor of lOOo 

Also~ from results with the Brookhaven regulator~ a twin=T (sometimes 

called a parallel=T) filter was inserted in the output of the regulatoro 

To show the effect of both of these changes on the 11 B11 machinell refer 

to Figo 4o The upper curve is a copy of the trace on the Brush record of 

Pulse 1158 9 9o The pulse numbering was taken from the counter on the panel 
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next to the MG set; the counter read 1158 before the pulse and :1159 after

wardso The waveforms shown are the voltages taken between points 29 and 

CRP on the voltage adjustment potentiometer (see Figo l)o Actual records 

appear on page 27 of the log booko3 The r~ctification interval refers to 

that portion of the pulse in which the current is building up in a linear 

fashion in the magnet coilo Energy is being drawn from the large flywheel 

and motor speed is decreasingo When a preset time is attained or a peak 

current reached~ the firing of the main ignitrons is shifted in such a way 

that the inversion process beginso Energy is then returned to the fly

wheel and the machine speeds upo This change from rectification to in

version takes place in two steps to circumvent difficulties which might 

be encountered because of torsional vibrations along the MG shafto This 

effect takes place in the regulator by the closing of the TY contacts 

shown in Figo 1~ which presumably affects the output voltage from the 

current=sampling rectifiero 

After the magnet current returns to zero~ there is a recovery time 

in which the regulator stabilizes to steady-state operation in prepara

tion for the next· pulse which might occur four or more seconds latero 

For single-machine operation~ it would seem that a recovery time of lo2 

seconds is no problema However~ this may not be so in multiple operationo 

Although the time constants of the generator field circuit and Bevatron 

magnet coil circuit are large~ the response time of the regulator may be 

relatively small~ well within the limits of the loO second inversion time, 

for instanceo This quick response is obtained by forward loop gain in the 

feedback system and is evidenced by the high oscillating frequency during 

instability which has a period in the order of Oo2 seco 
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The two changes in damping potentiometer placement and addition of 

twin-T filters reduced the recovery time of the regulator four fold as 

shown in Figo 4o However~ this interesting effect was not noted on the 

11A11 regulator even though a switch was made in the twin=T filters between 

the two regulatorso In fact~ the operation of the "A11 regulator with these two 

changes is more like that of Pulse 1158=9 than that of Pulse 1160~lo Un= 

fortunately~ the ~ffects of each of these two changes were not noted 

separatelyo Later on~ it is hoped that this will be doneo 

Figure 5 shows four recorded pulsess two for each machineo Again 

these are voltage sampling signals taken from the output of the rectifier 

as it is applied in the pentode grid circuito For Pulse 1160-ls the voltage 

begins at 156 and drops to 136 during rectificationo Upon inversion~ the 

voltage drops to about 118 and then builds up at a more rapid rate~ over= 

shooting the original levelo Then~ there is the slight oscillatory re= 

covery typical of underdamped feedback control systemso Actually~ the 

generator voltage has shifted phase in this interval but since the volt~ 

age sample is rectified~ this does not show up in the recorda The effect 

of the TY contacts and the two=step change from rectification to inversion 

is seen in the small perturbation just after the inversion interval begins 

The peak current recorded at the shunt was 3200 ampso for Pulse 

1160=lo Pulse 1168~9 (page 29 of log book3) is for a slightly higher 

current of 3500 ampso; the chief difference is in the waveform during in= 

versiono Pulses 1395=6 (page 42 of log book) and 1417=8 (page 45) are for 

peak currents of 3100 and 4200 amps respectively on the 11 A11 machineo These 

have a somewhat smaller recovery timeo Attempts to speed up the operation 

of this regulator were made by reducing the damping but to no availo It 
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would appear that the 11A11 regulator has less gain than the "B"; this should 

be investigated furth~ro 

Experimental Results of Two-Machine Operation. 

Although only a little data is available at the present time on par

allel operation of the two machines, typical results of a few tests are 

shown in Figo 6o The two power supplies were providing a total peak current 

of about 3000 ampso for a Oo5-seco rectification intervalo Only a slight 

drop in voltage was noted although the addition of the two is quite c'lose 

to the drop which was noted for single machine operation at the same cur

rento From other data obtained during these tests, it seemed that the 

two machines shared the load during rectification but the "A" machine 

tended to absorb all the energy during inversiono Later tests have shown 

that the two machines can be made to share current throughout the pulse 

if the initial phase conditions of the two generators is correcto 

Concl usl.ons o 

lo The electronic regulator as installed by Westinghouse and im

proved with the Brookhaven additions gives satisfactory single=machine 

operationo 

2o The gain of the 11 B11 regulator appears to be higher than that of 

the 11A11 o The reasons for this must be found and correctedo 

3o The voltage adjustment control is too critical and the current= 

feedback control is too inaccessible for satisfactory parallel operationo 

4o Some improvement is required on the regulators to provide satis

factory two=machine operationo This may involve reversal of the current 

signal during inversion to provide more stable operationo 
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5o On the basis of the block diagrams given in this report and cir= 

cuit constants obtained from experimental data~ it should be possible to 

make theoretical investigations which will be heipful in synthesizing an 

improv~d regula~oro .. 
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